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MEO BREEZE

MESSAGE
FROM CEO

CORPORATE FINANCE UPDATE
MESSAGE FROM CFO
DEAR COLLEAGUES,

Since I last wrote this message
for the previous Breeze
edition, the world in which
we conduct our business has
changed drastically. The oil
price has continued to slide on
the back of excess production
and a stagnating demand. It
looks like if this situation is not
going to change very soon, barring a major unforeseen geopolitical
event. The result is that the energy companies are tightening their
belts, postponing expansion projects and non essential maintenance
on their offshore facilities, defering exploration activities (seismic and
drilling) and conserving cash. All this results in reduced demand for
vessels and services by contractors that charter vessels, which in turn
gIves companies like ours pressure on asset utilisation and charter
rates, resulting in margin reduction.
Fortunately the MEO Group is in good shape, we have a strong
portfolio of long term charters and a good balance sheet. That
however doesn’t mean we are immune to the current situation, we
need to be smart and very careful with costs, both ships` opex and
overheads. In this connection we will be rolling out a number of
cost initiatives throughout the organisation, be mindful with new
hiring and have a good look at each BU`s organisation versus it`s
business size and outlook. We will need to find more value in sharper
procurement and manage costs such as IT, communication, travel,
crewing overlaps, etc.
All this should enable us to navigate through the lean times as
far as market conditions are concerned. I seek understanding and
cooperation from all of you to help realise these cost improvements.
However, every cloud has a silver lining, it is not all gloom and doom.
We have recently secured quite a few good contract wins, particularly
in the Middle East (crewboats and AHTs), Malaysia and Thailand
(OSVs) , Australia (also OSVs) and a new market for us, Mexico (3 of
our new crewboats). The market is still reasonably active but given
the reduced demand and excess supply, we will need to market
smartly and be on the ball to keep utilisation rates up and with it the
returns on the capital invested in our fleet.
All our Business Units are still performing reasonably well, EOS the
strongest versus budget currently. Thailand and Brunei are fairly
stable but going forward we will see some utilisation challenges, in
Malaysia (demand is coming off quite a bit with Petronas pushing
projects out until times get better) and the same can probably be said
of Indonesia. In Australia the large LNG development projects will
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be nearing completion by 2016, our main challenge there currently
is the redeployment of our coastal support fleet. Some units may
be relocated to SE Asia if charters can be secured. Middle East is
currently seeing high utilisation, but going forward may also see some
gaps shaping up.

THE MEO GROUP IS IN GOOD SHAPE, WE
HAVE A STRONG PORTFOLIO OF LONG
TERM CHARTERS AND A GOOD BALANCE
SHEET. THAT HOWEVER DOESN’T MEAN
WE ARE IMMUNE TO THE CURRENT
SITUATION, WE NEED TO BE SMART AND
VERY CAREFUL WITH COSTS, BOTH SHIP’S
OPEX AND OVERHEADS.

Given all this, we will not compromise on Operational Excellence
(OE), particularly safety and reliability. Technical problems cause
downtime, OPEX blowouts and erode customer confidence.
Accidents are worse, as they may add human suffering to this list.
We will continue to work very hard to prevent this and a 2015 OE
improvement plan has been rolled out recently. The training centre in
Batam will be relocated to Jakarta and we will set up a new training
centre in the Middle East at our main facility in the UAE (Hamriya).
We see focused training as a key OE building block.
We have taken delivery of the last of our OSV newbuilds (Guardian
and Monarch 1 & 2), the new barges we built (deployed in EOS) and
we still have a few more crewboats in the pipeline for 2015, their
deployment opportunities look positive.
Our HR team is working hard on various initiatives and programs to
improve our practices in this critical business area, their contributions
are vital for further improved organisational strength, talent pipeline
and staff retention rates.
We look forward to your ongoing dedication and passion for the
“cause”, but first and foremost,

MEO HAS PROGRESSED FROM A CENTRALLY MANAGED GROUP OF COMBINED
BUSINESSES TO ONE WHERE EACH BUSINESS UNIT HAS EVERY OPPORTUNITY
TO CREATE VALUE FOR OUR CLIENTS AND STAKEHOLDERS, MEO FINANCE AS A
SERVICE PROVIDER HAS KEPT THE PACE, EVOLVING FROM BEAN-COUNTING TO
TRUE BUSINESS PARTNERSHIP..

In the last 5 years, MEO grew its fleet from less than 100 vessels
to over 140 vessels of increasing technical complexities, and
established a project solutions business in its stride. We saw EBITDA
rise from US$59.0m in FY2010 to US$101.0m in FY2014. MEO has
progressed from a centrally managed group of combined businesses
to one where each business unit has every opportunity to create
value for our clients and stakeholders, MEO Finance as a service
provider has kept the pace, evolving from bean-counting to true
business partnership.

Aside from business engagement, MEO policies and procedures
continue to be optimised for our business across the Group, initially
through conceptual frameworks before the implementation of
effective standard processes which can be automated for efficiency.
This approach allows us to expand and improve our service
offerings to our internal customers with best practices embedded
and governance uncompromised. The future is a near-paperless
environment of increased mobility and productivity as we integrate
systems across functions.

To deliver Operational Excellence, MEO plans for each and every
vessel according to client requirements before executing in line
with budgets – predictably, consistently, satisfactorily. From raw
data to timely knowledge critical for the success, Finance provides
the reliable decision-making support (by distilling the financial
impact of options), that passes a reality check based on historical
basis and reasonableness of future assumptions. We develop a deep
understanding of how every dollar is earned and spent

MEO has a strategy to exceed its solid performance of today, to
better serve our clients and expand our services beyond ASEAN,
Middle East, Australasia to new territories. Our journey continues
and MEO Finance will continue to be a true business partner.

This knowledge helps Management to better budget & forecast
and so ultimately manage its business. Each business has its own
strategy to execute and targets to achieve.
The Monthly Management Report (MMR) was developed for each
Management team and also MEO as a group to appreciate its
achievements and make refinements to optimise its performance.
Almost entirely automated now, we are currently working on
creating an instant detailed analysis of the MMR.

Derek Koh
Chief Financial Officer

Be Safe!!!!
Diederik de Boer
CEO
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MEO BREEZE

MESSAGE FROM
DEPUTY CEO

OUR STRATEGIC VISION REMAINS THE SAME –
MEO WILL, BY 2020, BE ONE OF THE TOP 7
OFFSHORE VESSEL SERVICES COMPANIES IN
THE WORLD. WE BELIEVE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
DRIVE TOWARDS THIS VISION.

DEAR COLLEAGUES,
How quickly the world changes! Six months ago, the offshore oil &
gas market seemed buoyant and blessed with positive sentiment.
Today, oil prices have dropped by more than 50% and the entire
industry is gearing up for a period of decreasing activity, reducing
charter rates and dropping vessel utilisation. Thankfully, MEO is in
a better situation than most of our contemporaries. MEO works
primarily in the shallow water production stage of the E&P cycle.
This stage is the least volatile and most stable of all the stages. Most
operators will continue producing from their active fields as their
marginal costs are well below the oil price, which keeps their cash
flows strong.
MEO also has a competitive advantage because of our excellent
safety statistics. Our clients recognise and appreciate our continued
efforts to make our operations as safe and efficient as possible, and
thus willingly support us with new charters and extensions to existing
charters.
Thus, while the market may have changed, our strategic vision
remains the same – MEO will, by 2020, be one of the top 7 offshore
vessel services companies in the world. We believe we can continue
to drive towards this vision. Some of our tactics will need tweaking
during challenging periods. We will need to focus more on efficiency
and costs than on growth for the time being. We will need to enhance
our productivity so that we can continue to service our clients
effectively. We need to reinforce our people to deliver more, faster
and better.
Our mission statement, too, remains the same – we will continue to
strive to deliver safe, fit-for-purpose, cost effective service solutions
to our customers. We will seek to, even in the worst of conditions,
provide predictable returns to our shareholders. We will do everything
we can to ensure a safe, engaging and fulfilling workplace for our
employees, and to benefit the communities we are working with
and in. In delivering this mission, we will ride over and past this
4

challenging period, as by doing all we promise, we will bring our
customers closer to us, keep our shareholders engaged, continue
to reward our employees’ merit and potential, and keep enhancing
MEO’s position in the offshore services domain, making our Group
stronger, more capable and reputable.
This is the time when our values become especially critical.
Regardless of how we control costs, we will never compromise safety.
We must seek to recruit the best people, both onshore and offshore,
we must invest in training, we must monitor and review carefully and
closely. We must never allow anyone or anything to come to harm.
We will continue to operate to the highest standards of integrity. It is
during times like this that we will be tested, and we must prove that
we can stand straight and tall when the world around us is bending.
We will continue to focus on merit and performance, rewarding
excellence and rejecting complacence. We will continue to do the
best we can, the first time and every time. Whether in a buoyant
market or a depressed one, MEO will always focus on operational
excellence and constant care.
Our individual and combined passion for our Group and our
colleagues will make the difference – rather than groaning and
moaning through tough times, we will smile and stride together
towards a much brighter tomorrow.
As John Quincy Adams, the sixth President of the United States,
said, “Patience and perseverance have a magical effect before which
difficulties disappear and obstacles vanish…”
Best wishes,
Venkatraman Sheshashayee
Deputy CEO
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MEO BREEZE

COMMERCIAL
UPDATE

BUSINESS UNIT UPDATES
EXPRESS OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS (EOS)

WE STRONGLY BELIEVE WE HAVE
TO RIDE OUT THIS DOWNTURN
TOGETHER, ENSURING ALL PARTIES
WILL COME OUT STRONGER ONCE
THE MARKET CONDITIONS CHANGE
FOR THE BETTER.

Adam Clayton
Group Commercial Head
Since our last edition of the Breeze, the market dynamics have
certainly shifted dramatically. Brent dropped below US$50 and many
of our customers acted quickly, to slow spending and cut costs.
We have seen some project cancellations impacting the utilisation
of certain assets and many of our customers are squeezing their
suppliers for rate reductions. This being the case, we have managed
to secure a number of new contracts by closely interacting with our
customers and understanding their needs in this changing landscape.

OUR TOP PRIORITY IN THE COMMERCIAL
DEPARTMENT IS MAKING SURE OUR
EXISTING FLEET IS WELL UTILISED AND
NOW MORE THAN EVER IT’S IMPORTANT
THAT WE ENGAGE AND COLLABORATE
WITH OUR CUSTOMERS TO ACHIEVE THIS
OBJECTIVE.
There have been a number of commercial highlights since our last
edition. Our Australian commercial team secured two major contracts
with Saipem and Polarcus for the Sovereign 1 and Sealink 161
respectively. The Sovereign 1 will support the world’s largest Pipelay
Barge, the Casterone, and the Sealink 161 is acting as a Seismic Supply
Vessel in the Canterbury Basin, New Zealand. The Magellan 1 and 2
have both secured 245 day charters with NPCC to provide anchor
handling support in Abu Dhabi waters. The MEO Empress secured a
6+ month contract with Kris Energy in Thailand, also providing anchor
handling services. The MEO Galaxy secured a 2+1 year contract
with end user PMO in Malaysia providing accommodation support.
Chevron Thailand awarded multi-year contract extensions for MEO
Sovereign 2 and Miclyn Constructor 1.
The crewboat segment is also experiencing robust demand with
medium term contracts secured with Thai Nippon Steel, McDermott
and Technip, as well as long term contracts secured with Brunei Shell
Petroleum, Murphy and Saudi Aramco. The latter was an award for
4 units for 5+2 years, consolidating MEO’s position as the largest
provider of crewboats in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. In addition to
these successes in the crewboat segment, we will also be positioning
6

Magellan 1, 8200 BHP, 103T BP Anchor Handling Tug

3 units into Mexico later in the year against a long term commitment
from local partner Trese. This represents our maiden entry into a new
and exciting geographical market where we hope to do more in the
future.
We have launched our revamped website! Please log into www.
meogroup.com to see the changes. You will notice a fantastic
new “Fleet” section that allows you to access up to date vessel
specification sheets and GAs. If you would like to stay on top of
our company news, please register and you will receive automatic
updates to your inbox.
Thanks again to all the clients that continue to show faith in MEO by
awarding us business, particularly in these volatile times. Now more
than ever, we need to engage and collaborate with our customers to
ensure that we mutually navigate our way through this cycle. If you
have any commercial enquiries, please contact us at
marketing@meogroup.com.

Mark van der Molen

DEAR COLLEAGUES, CLIENTS, FRIENDS,
As many from our team will be able to tell you, no day of work is
the same at EOS. Our team and equipment support clients and
projects across the world, with often challenging transportation
requirements, which require our continuous involvement and
assistance. To give you some examples:
•

We welcome two new Commercial Managers to the
team in Singapore!
•

Keith Ng

Ankush Agarwal

Keith Ng has re-joined MEO after some time at EMAS and
will be covering the ASEAN region, focusing primarily on
Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei, Vietnam and Myanmar. Ankush
Agarwal has joined us from Jaya and will be assisting the
team with providing support to all the regional business
units as well as covering new markets such as Mexico, Africa
and India. We welcome Keith and Ankush! Customers, you
will be seeing them soon if you haven’t already!

•

EOS is presently supporting a local Singaporean EPC with
their linepipe transportation from Dunkirk, France to Punta
Quilla in Southern Argentina, the more than 55,000Mt of
linepipe will be moved in 3 shipments and transferred to
PSV’s upon arrival. The weather and sea conditions at the
Argentinean discharge port continue to challenge vessels, crew
and project teams, but we continue to work closely together
ensuring a successful execution of the project.
At the same time we have moved and continue to move
structures of extraordinary size from SE Asia and South Korea
to Northern Australia as part of our HMC – Ichthys project
involvement. This work will continue during the course of this
year. You will see some pictures of this throughout this edition
of MEO Breeze.
Meanwhile back home in SE Asia we have been contracted
by a large EPC to undertake all the linepipe transport for
the SK316 project. We will be doing this using our well proven
transhipment concept (type Express Offshore Solutions in
YouTube for a showcase movie).

Besides the above, we continue to assist our many clients with their
barge, tug or project transportation/equipment requirements and
we are presently working across the Arabian Gulf, West Coast India,
throughout SE Asia and Australia.

Newly delivered EOS 283 and EOS 285, 280 FT flat top deck cargo barges
departing from Shanghai to their first job in Vietnam

EOS is pleased to advise that we have recently taken delivery of
4 each newbuild 280ft barges. Two of these barges will fly the
Indonesian flag and will be part of the growing fleet of equipment
operated locally. In addition to this, we have been entrusted by
MEO with the overall management (technical and commercial) of
the complete barge fleet, this will ensure an even smoother service
for our many EPC clients.
We are aware of the present challenging market conditions and we
are working closely with our clients to find ways to further reduce
cost and increase efficiency. Such as through integrated project
teams and working closely together with the client on overall
marine equipment or transportation support. We strongly believe
we have to ride out this downturn together, ensuring all parties
will come out stronger once the market conditions change for the
better.
Rest me to thank all readers for your continued support and we look
forward to updating you again in the next Breeze. Stay Safe.
Mark van der Molen
Head of Business Unit - EOS
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PROJECT SNAPSHOTS
EXPRESS OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS (EOS)

INTERVIEW
CUSTOMER’S PERSPECTIVE

EOS PROJECTS IN PICTURES

Miclyn 3319 transporting flexible reels from Batam to Singapore

7 QUESTIONS WITH LANCE HANSON, PROJECT MANAGER HORIZON GEOSCIENCES

EOS PMT during mooring installation operation within Batam
MEO Ranger, 64M, DP2 Platform Supply / Subsea Support Vessel

Tell us about yourself?
I am a British national, 34 years old. I graduated from Oxford, UK
in Project Management in 2003, after spending 5 years living in
working in London, I moved to the Middle East to take up a new
adventure.
Miclyn 257 loaded with first pipes for SK316 project (Malaysia)

In May 2009, I joined Horizon Geosciences as Project Manager,
responsible for running survey & geotechnical projects in the Middle
East. After completing a role as Qatar Country Manger, I am now
acting as Projects Director responsible for the performance of the
Survey division’s projects.
What do you enjoy most in your job?
I am very fortunate to be working with extremely loyal and
dedicated people at Horizon. We share the common goal, to make
Horizon more successful. This certainly helps to make most of my
days at the office very pleasurable.

EOS transporting Port cranes in Malaysian waters

EOS 4002 loaded in Masan (Korea) with Ichthys piles

We take part in regular staff bonding activities, such as incentive
outings and events. Balancing work and play is important and we
are careful not to overload our staff, we do this by ensuring that
the workload is distributed evenly and fairly. Having expanded to
over 450 staff, we have retained our flexible approach which fosters
growth and helps us build strong, long lasting relationships with
clients.
Why do you choose to work with MEO? How is MEO different
from competitors?
My first experience of MEO was to hire the MEO Ranger, a DP2
vessel for ROV support services in the Middle East. It has been a
pleasure to work with MEO as the company provides extremely
professional services. MEO’s Technical Fleet Manager, Bob Slot has
been very supportive of our every need.

30,000 dwt CGV sailing from Dunkirk(France) to Punta Quilla
(Argentina) loaded with Vega Pleyade linpipes
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Pipe transhipment onto PSV -Punta Quilla (Argentina)

What do you hope to see in the future partnership with MEO?
Simply more DP1 & DP2 vessels in the region. MEO is approachable,
providing good service and quality vessel management. We look
forward to working more closely with MEO in the future.

IT HAS BEEN A PLEASURE TO WORK
WITH MEO AS THE COMPANY
PROVIDES EXTREMELY PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

What are the expansion plans of Horizon Geosciences going
forward?
We are happy with our progress but given the uncertainty in
the marketplace in recent times, our strategy is to strengthen,
rationalise and consolidate. Investments we made in specialised
technology and equipment, before the drop in oil prices, are coming
into their own, allowing us to cut costs on sub-contracting, leasing
and transportation.
The growth we have experienced over the last decade is testament
to our dedication to Quality, Health & Safety, the Environment and
our People. These focus areas enable us to achieve our strategic
business objectives in a sustainable way and hopefully we will
remain one of the main contractors of choice for Survey and
Geotechnical services during these challenging market conditions.
Tell us something interesting about yourself?
I am keen golfer and all round sports man.
How’s life in Dubai?
It can be very hot during summer, but I enjoy the great culture,
vibrancy and quality of life. Also, Dubai being a business hub, it is a
great place to network and make new contacts.
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BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
MEO GROUP NEWS

MOVING FORWARD IN CY15 - OUR IMPROVEMENT PLAN:

MEO’S 2015 IMPROVEMENT PLAN
2014 has been a busy, exciting and safe year for MEO. As compared to the year before, 2014 has seen a reduced
number of incidents and a minor injury rate at MEO.
Darren Ang, Chief Operations Officer (COO) shares a review of MEO’s overall CY2014 performance including
the Improvement Plan for CY2015 to ensure MEO bridges operational gaps and continues to deliver Operational
Excellence and superior services to our customers.

REVIEW OF MEO’S OVERALL

2014 PERFORMANCE

WHAT IS GOOD?

1.

Develop a Robust Operational Excellence Plan for 		
CY2015 with Management review on monthly basis – 		
part of the “Controlled Self-Assessment Scorecard”

2.

Continue to focus on training – both onboard and in our
training centres. All crew will be given the opportunity to
be familiarised and trained in OE prior joining a vessel

6.

Further develop our onboard engagement with Masters
and Crews through Senior Management Leadership 		
Visits to communicate emphasis on onboard operations,
current operational issues, lessons learnt and Operational
Excellence

7.

Enhance our vessel verification and validation process

3.

Strengthen our recruitment/hiring and competency 		
assessment based process (post hire) in order to ensure we
obtain the fit-for-purpose crew

8.

Drive vessel assurance and ensure we have the right crew,
right vessel conditions, sufficient critical spares and 		
efficient procedures to operate safely and reliably

4.

Continuously invite our experienced Officers and Crew 		
to participate in safety/marine operation workshops to 		
identify our gaps and improve our operations

9.

Improve our Vessel Management System (Poseidon) so as
to manage our operations more efficiently

5.

Reinforce the education of our Safety Management 		
System and ensure strict compliance

10. Launch of our Vessel “Maintenance STOPS Program” 		
ensuring that careful planning is in place

• MEO has an industry leading health and safety track 		
record, consistently outperforming the industry Total 		
Recorded Injury Free Rate (TRIFR) benchmarks.
• CY2014 witnessed a big drop in minor incidents, especially
in Thailand, where we manage to ride through the 		
monsoon season safely
• A significant reduction in personal injury rates in our 		
Australia operations compared to CY2013
• Establishment of new training centres with consistent 		
SAFETY

weekly training – upgrading our crew competency 		

Anchor handling team, UniwiseAdventure

and adding value to their day to day operations
INTEGRITY

PASSION

DIVERSITY

• MEO successfully passed the Maritime Labour Convention
(MLC) compliance regulations

EXCELLENCE

WHAT CAN BE IMPROVED?
• Reduce incidents due to negligence
• Lower the level of recordable injury cases
• Reduce equipment damage, insurance claim and technical

Our drive is towards achieving ZERO accidents, maintaining
approved OPEX budget and scaling maximum technical
availability. We believe all this are achievable and every one of
us has the responsibility to look out for one another and not
hesitate to speak up if we see any areas of improvement.

If you do not understand or see something that is incorrect
– speak to your colleagues or escalate it to Management. Do
not wait until it’s too late when an accident or serious mistake
occurs! In conclusion, never be afraid to “Stop Work” if you are
worried about safety.

This aim must be one of continuous improvement, to ensure that we
learn from past incidents/mistakes or best practices and to accept
nothing but the best where OE is concerned.

Rest me to thank everyone for your ongoing dedication and
“passion” towards our cause and I trust 2015 will be a better year
continuing Operational Excellence!
Darren Ang
Chief Operations Officer

availability incidents
• Increase compliance to Safety Management System
• Strengthen navigational practices to reduce collision and 		
groundings
• Improve maintenance practices for LSA and FFA
• Develop a pool of fit-for-purpose Crew
10

MEO welcomes Guy Odell, Group Special Fleet Manager
Guy manages MEO’s fleet of 13 DP2 specialised vessels. He is in charge of expanding MEO’s core
expertise of specialised fleet capabilities. The objective of the Special Fleet department is to be
recognised as best in class for DP2 operations, taking industry benchmarks as standards, in pursuit
of Operational Excellence.
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BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
MEO GROUP NEWS

BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
AUSTRALIA

DELIVERY OF NEW BUILDS

SAMSON EXPRESS OFFSHORE IS NOW KNOWN AS MEO AUSTRALASIA
Samson Express Offshore is the Australian regional office within the MEO Group and now known as MEO Australasia. They are
based in Fremantle, WA providing Offshore Support Management, Lay Down Area (Pt Samson,WA), Offshore Support Vessels,
Crew Transfer/Survey/Utility Vessels, Tugs, Multicats and Barges in Australia, New Zealand, PNG, Timor Leste and Pacific Islands.

MEO Monarch 1 was delivered on 10 March , the hand-over ceremony was graced
by many dignitaries. Representing MEO were Eben Tan, GM New Building, Chong
Sin Keong, Technical Superintendent and Julie Jam, Compliance Executive

MEO Monarch 1, 65M
7145BHP DP2 Offshore Support Vessel

MEO Monarch 2, 65m, 7145 BHP, DP2 Offshore Support Vessel

Express 88 delivery and departure

MEO AUSTRALASIA SECURED A CHARTER TO
SUPPORT SEISMIC SURVEY VESSEL POLARCUS NAILA

Polarcus Naila

MEO Monarch 2 delivery and departure from China, Shanghai, towing the newly
delivered EOS 283 and EOS 285, 280 ft flat top deck cargo barges

MEO Guardian, 84m, 4400 BHP, 200 men Maintenance Support Vessel

Delivered in 2010, Polarcus Naila is an ultra-modern 12 streamer
3D/4D seismic vessel and is amongst the most environmentally
sound seismic vessels in the market. This is MEO’s first charter with
Polarcus and we are pleased to be selected to provide the services.

BACKGROUND
Anadarko Petroleum Corporation, an independent oil and gas
E&P company headquartered in the US, has contracted the
Polarcus Naila to carry out seismic ocean exploration to map
the sea floor for signs of oil and gas deposits in Canterbury
Basin, New Zealand. Seismic Supply Vessel, Sealink 161,
chartered by MEO, supports Polarcus Naila in this project.

It demonstrates MEO’s growing capabilities to support the Seismic
operating space and also marks the successful entry into a new
market, in terms of operating in New Zealand.
Express 90 at PT Kim Siah in Batam,
9 March

12

MEO Australasia has secured a charter to support the Polarcus Naila
Seismic Survey Vessel using the Sealink 161 as the Seismic Supply
Vessel to operate in the Canterbury Basin within the NZ Exploration
Permit PEP 38264.

Express 89 launch, 4 Febuary 2015
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BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
MIDDLE EAST

BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
ASEAN
On January 1st 2015, the new Group
organisation became effective. South-East Asia
has been split into 2 sub-regions, with Thailand
and the Uniwise JV differentiated from ASEAN.
This is part of the Group plan to create regions
that are roughly similar in size, whether it be in
terms of revenue or vessels. The new ASEAN organisation, covering
Brunei, Indonesia and Malaysia is focused on consolidating our
position in the region’s key markets and with key customers.
Our market is large and gives us much room for growth. However,
as with all of our regions, we face the current challenge of low oil
prices, which results in our charterers seeking to cut expenditure,
including charter rates, or worse, cancel work programs all together.
Within ASEAN, we continue to maintain focus on vessel utilisation
through good service and efficient delivery, whilst identifying all
avenues to control costs.
Despite the challenging environment, we have secured numerous
contract wins, including long term work for the E88 in Brunei as

Resolution, 70m, DP2, 5000 BHP, ROV Support vessel

well as 3 other 4-6 month crew boat charters. In Malaysia, we have
seen the Galaxy commence a long term contract. In Indonesia,
we are consolidating the management of our 3 DP2 vessels with
Seascape – the Windermere, the Endeavour and the Resolution.
Philip Lewis
GM ASEAN

MEO Ranger, credits: Pieter Wagemakers TSI Qatar operation.

INDONESIA (PT SGS, A PARTNER OF MEO GROUP)

Since November 2014, we continue to see
high utilisation rates within the fleet. Several
contracts were extended for medium terms
ensuring over 95% of vessel utilisation for the
OSVs and crewboats.
Since the start of 2015, our barge deployment rates have also
increased. All barges are currently committed with contracts. We
continue to base our value proposition on Service and Operational
Excellence as well as provide a competitive price. We remain
positive that new work will come our way in 2015!
As reported previously, we improved on our ISO and OHSAS
credentials and this allowed us to pre-qualify for direct work in Abu
Dhabi. The evaluation process has now commenced and we are
positive that this will open new doors for us in the future.
Meanwhile, our flagship vessel in the region, the MEO Ranger,
continues to deliver in Qatar for Horizon Geosciences. With the
exception of a repair which was made to her z-drive within her
weather downtime, she stayed offshore almost continuously.

We have seen a rapid expansion of the fleet in Indonesia in the
New Year.
The DP2 Subsea Operations Vessel Windermere, 2 x 280 ft newbuild
barges EOS281 and EOS282 and Express 54 have been delivered to
Indonesia and some of which have secured contracts.
Paddy Saunders

A dedicated training centre for crew is underway in Jakarta and
will be built next to the existing PT. SGS office. The relocation
of the training centre will allow closer regional interaction with
customers, meet local crewing challenges and provide continuous
safety training to enhance safety performance. The training centre is
expected to be completed in April or May 2015.

We also like to express our appreciation to Paddy Saunders, our
valued Management team member and Commercial Manager,
who has left the company in early February and will enjoy his
retirement in the UK. Paddy was the founding member of Miclyn
Offshore MENA and contributed to MEO’s operations in the Middle
East, starting from just one vessel. Upon the merger with Express
Offshore Transport, Paddy became the Commercial Manager and
committed all units to contracts before he signed off. Thank you and
enjoy many years in good health!
DP2 Subsea Operations Vessel Windermere

During the last few months, we welcomed two new members to
the Management team. Manish Jani has joined us as the Regional
Finance Manager and brings a wealth of experience from Greatship
in India and Rik Kreunen joined us as Business Development
Manager, previously from Ampelmann, where he was responsible for
the Middle East region.
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Jaap Jan Pietersen
General Manager, Middle East

An exciting prospect for the Indonesian business this year is the
design and construction of an artificial island in the Java Sea for
both residential and commercial purposes. The island will be used
for the dredging and land development works for Pluit City and is
expected to commence immediately. Discussions are ongoing with
the Contractor for the provision of a crew boat and multicat for this
project.

However, Indonesia has experienced the direct effects of the
falling oil price. Major O&G companies have ceased or suspended
exploration projects, turning their focus to maintenance work. At
such, a key success factor driving higher utilisation rates would be
to pro-actively respond to the changing needs of our customers.

On Saturday, 14 February 2015 – Valentine’s Day, PT SGS held its
inaugural Client Golf Tournament at the Royale Jakarta Golf Club.
More than 50 clients from Oil and Gas, E&P, Sub-contractors and
Government Officials enjoyed the event and we were blessed with
good weather. A Golf Clinic was arranged for non-golfers to learn
the basic techniques of golf from two professional golfers. The
Golf Tournament was very well received by participants and the
organisers are hopeful that it will become an annual event.
There are now 10 vessels and 2 barges under management of
Indonesia, which will be supporting the growth of E&P activities
there.
15
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BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
ASEAN

BUSINESS UNITS UPDATES:
THAILAND
Innovation is crucial to achieve growth and sustainability in our business. Officially launched in
2014, the “ Think New, Do New” Innovation contest organised by Unithai Group, MEO partner
in Thailand, aims to encourage and cultivate an innovative mindset in the workplace.

BRUNEI

We share the highlights of two of the award-winning projects by employees of Uniwise
Offshore, the JV between MEO and UniThai.

MEO’s joint venture in Brunei , MEO-JISCO Marine (MJM) participated in a career fair in late Dec 2014.

SELF-INVENTED ENGINE WATER BRAKE DYNO METER Project team members: Capt Glyn Rees Jones,
The Water Brake Dyno Meter (WBDM) uses computer software to test and
measure horse power output of the engine after overhaul in the workshop.
The WBDM can detect most of the defects during the engine test at maximum
output, prior to installation onboard.

(L-R) Kevin Lim, HSQE superintendent MJM, Yang Berhormat Pehin Yasmin, Brunei
Minister of Energy, Leonard Wong General Manager, MJM, Afli Shareen, newly recruit
local deck rating trainee from Brunei Marine Academy

Presentation of Conditional of Employment letter to our Deck Rating

Suthat Kuakoonrat, Thianchai Dhankulchai,
Panya Boonaneksub, Sommart Ambuam and Khammun
Khenpitta

Implementation of the WBDM achieved the following results:
· 100% engine reliability during sea trials (no break-down in 3 months)
· Cost savings, more than 80% cheaper than those available in the market
The project is led by Khun Praphoj Jaicharoen, Sattahip Base Manager, who
has a background in mechanical engineering and a keen interest in design and
invention.

MJM has received 2 awards for Best Performing Vessel by
Brunei Shell Petroleum.

(R-L) Khun Praphoj Jaicharoen receiving a Certificate of Appreciation
from Khun Kriangdej Piyavunno, Head of Uniwise Offshore

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE (OE) TRAINING CENTRE

MV Cermat was awarded Best Performing Vessel Q4 2014,
while EXPRESS 76 was awarded Q3 2014 Best Performing
Vessel.

Under the commendable direction of Philippe Lauvray, Training Manager and
the support from his team, the Uniwise Training Centre has evolved to be one of
the best training facilities in Thailand, providing our crew a comprehensive and
effective training program.

We congratulate the Master, Officers, Crew and all the
members of our team at the Brunei office, who have brought
pride and joy to our Group.
L-R Crew of MV Cermat, MV Cermat Best Performance Award by Shell

The results speak for itself, Uniwise achieved a significant improvement in
Safety Performance record in year 2014 versus 2013.
Project team members: Somphob Thammarsk, Thamrongsak Panjunsee
and Pratin Thongrod

MALAYSIA
MEO Malaysian Operations team worked closely with MEO
Australasia to take over the management of vessel Sealink 161 from
Sealink Offshore Limited in Miri, Malaysia.
The vessel will operate in New Zealand waters - with end user
Anadarko Petroleum Corporation.
The Malaysian team faced the initial challenge of a very tight
schedule, as the vessel was already delayed by a job in New
Zealand. The team fulfilled all requirements for the change of ship
management and completed all repair work to allow the vessel
to safely depart from Miri anchorage to New Zealand on end of
January 2015.
Sealink 161
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Safety Performance - UWO MEO Year 2013 versus 2014
Fatality

0

0

LTI

0

0

RWC

1

0

MTC

0

0

FAC

2

2

LOC

3

2

Other Incident

38

20

Near Miss
HazObs
BBS

Work (12) Hrs
Exposure (24) Hrs

13

80

3,152

5,401

18,086

21,591

2013

2014

1,700,616
3,401,232

2,124,408
4,248,816

(R-L) Philippe Lauvray receiving a Certificate of Appreciation from Jon
Axel, Senior General Manager – Operation, Uniwise Offshore

Deck simulator at the Uniwise Training Centre

Uniwise’s management and staff would like to congratulate the teams and express gratitude for their valuable contributions. This is yet
another milestone in our Thailand operations.
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HSQE

HSQE

TRAINING ON THE MOVE IN 2015

CONSTANT CARE CAMPAIGN
The Batam and Songkhla Training Centres were originally established
to provide a structured approach to safety training. Having a positive
impact, the logical next step was to broaden the scope of training
to encompass competency based training, with an aim to equip our
seafarers with higher levels of both safety and quality of service.
Training is a critical aspect of MEO’s business and the senior
management is committed to lay out a clear path for MEO’s training
plan into the future.

4-6 November 2014 saw MEO host its first Training Forum in
Songkhla, Southern Thailand. This was a well timed event which
brought together a cross section of relevant stakeholders from across
the business.

Increasing fleet size, and the shortening of statutory (Standards of
Training , Certification and Watchkeeping) STCW training times for
seafarers, has reduced the pool of well qualified and experienced
seafarers. MEO’s considerable financial and management
commitment to develop in house training will fill the gap in
developing and retaining superior crew, maintaining its competitive
advantage, through greater levels of safety and professional service.

March will see the kick off of the Constant Care Campaign for 2015.
The Kick Off was all about fostering collective ownership of this
Campaign that will benefit the various operational departments and
all MEO Employees.
Constant Care refers to the continued care of our people, the
environment, how we conduct our jobs and caring for our assets.
Employees will have the opportunity to hear more about the
campaign and to post personal notes of commitment and what
constant care means to them on the large wall panels on display at
each Business Unit Office.
More information about the MEO constant care campaign can be
found on the MEO Group Website.

MAIN TAKEAWAYS FROM THE FORUM

•

The relocation of the Batam Training Centre to Jakarta – After the sale of
the Batam Shipyard, many of the original benefits of having the training
centre there were lost, it was decided to move that training centre to
our crewing hub of Jakarta which will greatly benefit from the flow of crew
through that centre.

•

Establishment of a training centre in Hamriyah , UAE – The crew 		
demographic for the Middle East region is changing, with increasing 		
numbers of crew coming from areas around the gulf region, creating a need
for a regional training centre, which is currently under plan.

•

•

Diederik de Boer, CEO speaking at the Training Forum

Group Training Manager

To take a more holistic approach to training, adopting a Group 		
framework, allowing for common standards of both safety and 		
professional and behavioural competency training . In addition this will
be supported by a regional framework addressing local culture and client
specific needs.

MEO is extremely pleased to have Kenneth Hanks join us in February as Group Training Manager.
Kenneth is a long-time resident of Singapore. He previously established and managed two Advanced
Offshore Training Centres and has extensive experience in conducting advanced courses in Dynamic
Positioning and Anchor Handling.

Currently, training falls under the HSQE department, but to drive a holistic
approach to training, a dedicated Training Department is being created
who will service the various training requirements.

Kenneth has both a technical and training background. Under his leadership, MEO is sure to make great
strides in training development, quality and effectiveness.
Welcome to the team, Ken!
Philippe Lauvray, Leader Trainer explaining swing rope techniques
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HR
SUCCESS FACTORS

FEATURED
EMPLOYEE

LAUNCH OF NEW PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
MEO Group Human Resources (HR)
department has embarked upon an
exciting journey with the launch of
SuccessFactors, MEO’s new HR Integrated
System which streamlines and aligns
HR processes with MEO’s vision and
strategies.
The SuccessFactors Performance
Management module provides a self-help platform for employees
to set their own goals, monitor performance and better keep track
their career journey.
SuccessFactors also maps out the best practices and processes to
optimise productivity, effective evaluation and measurement of
performance work reviews, feedback and goal management.

INTERVIEW WITH RYAN JIANG, FLEET PLANNED MAINTENANCE MANAGER

“It is critical that we adopt best practices to achieve the
organisation’s goals, expectations, and requirements. With the
support from the Management, SuccessFactors was successfully
launched in Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Brunei and the Middle
East
SuccessFactors will be introduced to Australia during the end of
March 2015, via end-user training sessions. The Group HR Team
strives to continuously uphold this new capability, and support
its deployment. With SuccessFactors now in place, it gives more
ownership for employees to take charge of their careers at MEO. ”
Gladys Ong
Project Lead, Executive, Talent Management

A CLOSER LOOK

SuccessFactors, an SAP HR Suite, is the global provider of web-based
comprehensive human capital management (HCM) software that helps
large and growing organisations manage and optimise human resources
and develop human capital.

No. of shore-based employees trained

of shore-based
employees trained
as of 20 March 2015

WHAT DO SOME OF OUR USERS SAY?

Jovy Chay (General Fleet)
It is a refreshing change to embrace SuccessFactors as a
new age HR system. I like the very user friendly interface
and in-built process route map which streamlines the
performance appraisal process between the manager
and employee.

Colin Trewhella (EOS)
The system is an excellent tool!
However, in order for its greater
success, it would require every
employee’s involvement and active
participation.

Ong Boon Seng (HSQE)
SuccessFactors provides clear and transparent guidelines and processes to help us set objective goals and monitor
the progress of our performance. In addition, it also brings us closer to each other as we can easily access the basic
information and contact details of our colleagues from other regions.
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MY JOB IS A CONSTANT LEARNING
JOURNEY AS I HAVE TO UNDERSTAND OUR
USERS’ REQUIREMENTS AND PROCESSES
IN ORDER TO DESIGN A SYSTEM WHICH IS
EFFICIENT AND USER-FRIENDLY.

Over his 10 years career at MEO, Ryan has gathered a wealth of
experience in various departments such as HSQE, Technical and
Operations. Ryan joined MEO as an intern at the age of 24 and has
risen through the ranks with 4 direct reports and an exciting career.
Ryan is 34 years old, married with 2 lovely children. We invite Ryan
to tell us more about himself :
What is your background?
I graduated with a Bachelor Degree in Science from China and a
Masters in Food Science and Marketing from Holland. I have been
with the company ever since my graduation.
Share with us more about your career journey at MEO?
My journey began after my internship at MEO, where I was given
the opportunity to explore working at various departments.
I decided to be part of the HSQE department as I found the systems
and processes involved in vessel management very interesting.
I was also Assistant HSQE Manager and worked in the Compliance
department where I was involved in scorecard monitoring.
Later, we faced the challenge of implementing a system which is
user friendly and fit for purpose. Thus the launch of Poseidon, MEO’s
customised PMS (Planned Maintenance System).
Tells us more about Poseidon and its benefits?
Poseidon is an in-house customised ship management system
for MEO, which provides a simplified and efficient way to meet
different requirements for ship operations. It allows our crew to
report their daily activities and vessel information directly to the
Headquarters and customised functions, such as HSQE, Crewing
and Crew Payroll capabilities.
The launch of Poseidon signifies a major transformation and
improvement in our way of work. For example, it allows crew to
be paid on time regardless of their geography and various bank
accounts. It also reduces the amount of paper work and human
labour required to maintain the system.

What do you like most about your job?
I enjoy the challenging nature of work and family-like environment
at MEO. My job is a constant learning journey as I have to
understand our users’ requirements and processes in order to design
a system which is efficient and user-friendly.
What is your greatest career achievement?
In my early days in the company, I was tasked to implement SMS for
the regional fleet of over 60 vessels and train the crew in the correct
procedures, arrange audits (internal and external) and demonstrate
the importance of safety in operations. My greatest achievements
were to successfully launch the system and build trust with the
crew, to enable them to feel recognised in their job.
What do you hope to achieve as Poseidon evolves with the need
of our users?
We hope to move towards more efficient, paperless system and take
advantage of technology such as apps and digital devices. To enable
our internal customers to access efficient and reliable information
of our vessels on the go.
What values do you appreciate most in an organisation?
It will be having an open-mind and the importance of face to face
communication. A conversation allows one to understand each
other better as compared to email. To work together as a team, trust
and open communication are crucial.
What are your hobbies?
I enjoy travelling and eating, my favourite country is Japan. I highly
recommend visiting Hokkaido, the second largest and northernmost
island of Japan, the culture; landscape and food are simply amazing.
In my free time, I also work out at the gym.
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STAFF
NEWS

STAFF
NEWS

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

YEAR END PARTY (SINGAPORE & THAILAND)

MEO CARES FOR CHILDREN IN NEED

BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENTS & MARRIAGES

MEO is a Participating Enterprise for the Children’s Society 1000
Enterprises for Children-in-Need Programme 2014. Children are our
future and it is our business to show we care.

SGS INAUGURAL GOLF TOURNAMENT

Arthit-Uthai Meekaew

Raphael Zachriel

(L-R) Emil Helmi, Country Manager ABS Indonesia, Arif Sjoekri, Director Aquaria Prima,
Phil Lewis, MEO General Manager ASEAN, Bambang Banyudoyo, Director Kalimantan
Jawa Gas.
Chaula Lutfiah Fatmawati and Fahrizal

SGS event committee with Diederik de Boer, MEO CEO
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(L-R) Koko Penangsang, Mahakarya Geo Surveys(MGS), Edy Suhaedi, MGS, Henky
Suharto, MGS, Sonny Soemarsongko, Sr. Procurement Liaison Officer Chevron.

Rik Kreunen and Marieke

Staff Name

Designation

Location/Country

Name of Spouse/Child

Date of Wedding/Birth

Naomi Gani

Crewing Executive

Malaysia

Raphael Zachriel

25-Oct-2014

Chaula Lutfiah Fatmawati

Poseidon Staff

Jakarta, Indonesia

Fahrizal

22-Nov-2014

Teekhayu Meekaew

Procurement Officer

Songkhla, Thailand

Arthit-Uthai Meekaew

10-Dec-2014

Ivan Gordic

Technical Manager

Middle East

Ivana

22-Nov-2014

Rik Kreunen

Business Development Manager

Middle East

Marieke

19-Sep-2014

Wedding

Baby boy
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CHECK OUT OUR REVAMPED WEBSITE

REFRESHED LOOK
ENHANCED
USER EXPERIENCE

Please send us your comments:
feedback@meogroup.com

VISIT WWW.MEOGROUP.COM

